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The First South America Flight in 1935
of the Graf Zeppelin and the Stuttgart Connection

by Michael Peter
On March 22, 1935, German air transport was reorganized with the formation of "Deutsche Zeppelin

Reederei" . The airship construction was left with the Luftschiffbau Zeppelin and all flight operations were
transferred to the new company, in which Deutsche Lufthansa was represented and through which the Ai r
Ministry was able to exercise complete control . The new company's main objective was to establish and operat e
a regular trans-oceanic service . It was also an impressive way for the German flag to be shown over those
countries with whom Germany had a particular close commercial relationship .

Thus it was announced that from the beginning of April, the German airmail route Berlin-Buenos Aire s
would again be operated jointly by airplane and airship . (Amtsblatt Bf. 115/1935, 3/22/35)

Beginning with the first South American flight of 1935 of the Graf Zeppelin, the DLH made connecting
flights to the airship at Larache in North Africa. Late mails were flown by the DLH to Larache for pickup by
the airship enroute to South America . On the return flights, the airship dropped all of the mail to the DLH at
Larache for the faster airplane flight to Germany .

Permitted Dispatches included ordinary and registered letters, postcards, printed papers, samples ,
business papers, mixed dispatches and packets (unchanged since 1932) . The size limits for ordinary packets
were increased from 25 :50:100 cm to 50 :50:100 cm. Packets were to be forwarded only to the post office at
Friedrichshafen (Bodensee) .

After the closure of the post in Friedrichshafen (Bodensee) (Saturday at 6 :00 PM) and until the closure of
the post in Stuttgart 9 (Sunday at 3:30 AM), postal dispatches were collected at and forwarded from Stuttgar t
by airplane to Larache, where they were transferred to the airship .

All of this information was published in Switzerland at the time, in the hopes that citizens from thi s
Treaty State would utilize the services of the new company. The connecting flights were originally planned to b e
made to Seville, Spain, rather than Larache (Amtsblatt Bf. 115/1935) .

The cover shown was mailed by the well-known dentist and Zeppelin mail dealer/collector Wagli from
Basel . The instruction on the top for the connecting flight for Stuttgart-Seville was not possible due to th e

Cover, front & back, from Switzerland to Brazil on the 1st Zeppelin Flight to South America - 1935

change to Larache . It was a registered letter that obtained the Basel cancel at 3 :00 PM on April 6, 1935 . No
way was it going to make Romanshorn (the Swiss exchange Post Office for Zeppelin mail) in time for the Gra f
Zeppelin departure at Friedrichshafen 7 :49 PM for Flight 429 to South America (1st Flight to South America -
1935) . The Graf departed without this letter on board . The letter then went from Basel via Frankfurt t o
Stuttgart. (Bears Frankfurt Train #307 April 6, 1935 transit marking on reverse .) On April 7, 1935 at 6 :20
AM the Lufthansa connecting flight left Stuttgart for Larache, Morocco with this letter . (Continued on Page 8 .)
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Matternhorn Sheet
May Still Be Available !

Courvoisier is sending some additiona l
copies of the Matterhorn sheet, as shown
on the cover of the September issue, to b e
distributed to AHPS members . These
additional copies are available on a "firs t
come, first served" basis, one to a
customer . Members should send a self-
addressed stamped envelope large
enough to fit the sheet (which is 5 1/2 b y
9 1/4 inches) with whatever stiffene r
desired to :

Richard T. Hall
P.O . Box 666 ,
Manhattan Beach, CA 90267 .

Requests arriving after the supply is gone
will be returned empty .
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A Multitude of Merry Moments at MILCOPEX !

by David E. Durham

An attentive crowd of some 27 persons gathered on Thursday afternoon, 17 Sept ., to kick off the Annual
Convention of AHPS with a series of presentations by some of the most knowledgeable Swiss stamp experts i n
the world. Jim Anderson talked about early rail post marks, Dick Barton spoke on inter-space hole sizes, Joh n

Steinberg showed some Stamp Day observance covers, Harlan Stone
had some pre-UPU cards, and Ed Walton dealt with postal stationery .
Besides that, five of the six Judges for the MILCOPEX Exhibits wer e
present and shared with us : Chuck LaBlonde had some World War I I
mail to the US, Beatrice Rölli-Schär from Luzern fascinated us wit h
some private business publicity items ,
Bob Wightman from Winterthur ,
illustrated his remarks with pre-192 1
Pro Juventute on foreign mail, Bo b
Zeigler discussed postage due stamp
printings, and Peter McCann led a
panel on differences in exhibiting and

judging between the US and Switzerland. What a surprise when we found the
time long expired for the afternoon . Most of us went as a group out to hav e
dinner together to conclude a most interesting day.

Friday the exhibit opened and people flooded in to meet dealers and study the material . Some 28
dealers from all over the upper midwest had set up shop and seemed to be busy each hour of each day ,

although none were specialists in Swiss material . The exhibits, on
the other hand, were dominated by a Swiss focus as some 14 of th e
35 were on Switzerland, and that represented over half of the 15 7
frames . Another way of indicating the size of the exhibit, there wer e
over 2,500 pages (8 1/2 x 11) we could read and enjoy of which some
1,360 were Helvetian . Then again, we could look at Greenland ,
marijuana tax stamps, horses, Zululand, a charming 7-year-old' s
single frame of early Victorian stamps, and a couple of magnificent
exhibits on underwater and on angels by our publisher Roland Essig .
It would take more
than three days to
read it all !

Saturday morning our officers met for breakfast - had to
get a couple of those with short memories out of bed . And at 1
p.m. President Dick Barton led the Annual Meeting of AHPS .
All told, we know of 36

Klemmer's Banquet Center was the site of the APS Awards Banque t
Saturday night - with our own Bob Zeigler presenting the certificates, ribbon s
and medals . Harlan Stone won the Helvetia National Convention Grand Award
for the best of the Swiss exhibits, as well as the MILCOPEX Grand Award fo r
the whole show! He displayed 10 frames of the Cross & Numeral . He also
retired the current traveling Grand Award, having won it in 1993 for an exhibi t
of Strubels and in 1996 for a display of Sitting Helvetia . The award is a pewter
plate with the 26 cantonal coats of arms in relief around the rim .

(Continued on Page 5 )

What gem is Rolf showing?

Having a good time at dinner .

Judges for MILCOPEX 98: P. McCann ,
B. Rölli-Schär, E . Landau, R. Zeigler ,
C. LaBlonde, R. Wightman .

Three AHPS Winners !
Anderson, Stone, Bergmann

members of our Society who were
present at one of our session s
during the Convention. Some
others may have come to the
exhibition who did not contact us .

Officers of AHPS: Bergman, Past Pres . ; Hall ,
Sect . ; Durham, East Dir . ; Barton, Pres . ;
Anderson, Vice Pres . ; Lueck, West Dir .
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Matterhorn Meanderings
by Dick Hal l

As I write this on Labor Day, there are 21 of th e
Matterhorn sheets left, this is after one week of their
being available . My mail box has been kept full and I
appreciate those of you who used nice franking on your
envelopes to me . If I run out this week, I will ask
Monsieur Hutin if he would be so kind as to send u s
some more . They are a beautiful piece of work which
would enhance any Swiss collection.

I also appreciate the kind remarks some of you
made about my article in the last TELL on our tour of
Courvoisier . My philosophy is to have fun in your
collecting . Along those lines, some of you may know
that my Swiss collection is formed along the lines of a
tour of Switzerland, canton by canton . Some of yo u
saw the beginnings of my approach at ARIPEX i n
1996 with my Philatelic Tour of the Canton of Aargau.
As part of my fun approach to collecting, I look fo r
interesting graphics to augment my tours . One such
augmentation is the coats of arms of the variou s
municipalities (Gemeinden) of the canton. I found
web sites (www.cdm.ch and
www.gov.ch/HomeE .HTM) that have the coats of arms
of most of the German-speaking cantons and hav e
been downloading them for use later . In the course of
downloading the coats of arms of the 232 Gemeinden
of Canton Aargau, I came across a very puzzling one .
First, for those of you unfamiliar with the Swiss flow-
down of governmental authority (or some would sa y
flow-up), each Canton is divided into Bezirks (what I
am saying is generally true but the Swiss being Swiss ,
all don ' t follow the same hierarchy) which I equate t o
our counties . For example, Canton Aargau has 1 1
Bezirks . The next, and lowest level of political entity
is the Gemeinde or municipality . All cantons are
divided into Gemeinden even though they might no t
have Bezirks . But sticking with Canton Aargau, its
11 Bezirks are divided into the 232 Gemeinden
mentioned above . Unlike our county-town system ,
there is no "unincorporated" area in a Bezirk, the
entire area of a Bezirk belongs to one Gemeinde or
another .

Enough of the Swiss
political organization, let' s
get back to the puzzling coa t
of arms I came across. In
what I am about to write, I
mean no disrespect to the
inhabitants of the
municipality . What I will
show is that everything isn't
as it might appear. The
municipality I am discussing
is the tiny village o f
Benzenschwil which is in th e
Bezirk of Muri which is in
the southeast section of the

canton just west of the Zugersee . The village has 52 6
inhabitants as of the 1997 population figures . Its
coat of arms is shown in Figure 1 . As an outsider
looking at these arms two things stand out . First, the
arms must be of modern origin as the person holding
the device appears to have on a white shirt with
French cuffs and is wearing a yellow sport coat (mus t
be from Florida!!). The second thing that you notice i s
the strange device he is holding . It looks like a
manual auger or drill with golden handles . Now let
me take you down my mistaken interpretation of thi s
coat of arms. My background as a chemist led me to
think that the name of the town, Benzenschwil, might
derive from benzene and maybe there is a refinery i n
the town. Given that, maybe the residents were a bi t
put off by Big Oil having invaded their tiny hamle t
and were making a statement about a "golden screw"
which had been imposed on them .

Now for the truth . The village of Benzenschwil is
rural with little industry . Their patron saint is St .
Leodegar. The portrait of Benzenschwil I found on th e
web describes their coat of arms as a reference to the
martyrdom of this saint . Next, I had to find out who
St. Leodegar was and how he died. Leodegar was a
priest in France in the 600 's who got crossways with
the local governor. Things got so bad that the
governor ordered the capture of Leodegar. His
punishment was to have his eyes put out with a
gimlet, which is what the device the person in the coa t
of arms is holding, not a golden screw . So as you can
see, first impressions are not always correct .

I have begun receiving the fortnightly publicatio n
of Die Post, Switzerland, called Stempel News . This
little publication which is deposited in the APRL in
State College, Pennsylvania, lists all the upcoming
machine and special cancels. Let me show you a few
of the cancels which will be going into service in
October . If there is interest in my presenting these
cancels on a regular basis, please let me know .

Figure 2 shows a new K-cancel which will be
placed in service on October
10 in the village of Affoltern
im Emmental in Canto n
Bern. The vat with the
rake-like tool in it is a
cheese making vat and the
rake is what is used to stir
the milky mixture while it
is being heated . Obviously,
they would be making that
great Emmentaler cheese .

The next cancel i s
shown in Figure 3, a
special cancel for the
annual eastern Switzerland agricultural fair, OLM A
(Ostschweizer Messe für Land- und Milchwirtschaft) ,
held in St . Gallen . This cancel will be used between
October 8 and 18 and shows one of the famous Swiss
cows of which my wife is so fond .

Figure 1 .

Figure 2
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Next we have the cancel used in Bern on Octobe r
9 to celebrate World Post Day (Figure 4) . It shows
the UPU monument in Bern .

Switching to machine cancels ,
Figure 5 continues on th e
World Post Day theme and
shows a cancel used beginning on October 1 i n

Neuchâtel to promote
the ColombePhilex III
98 stamp exhibition i n
Saint-Blaise on
December 4-6, which
coincides with the Day
of the Stamp. For
those of you who like
pictures of old postal
vehicles, here's a goo d
one .

Finally, Figure 6 shows a machine cancel used i n
Lausanne to commemorate the 50th anniversary of
the

	

Swiss

	

film
archives . This
cancel begins use on
October 12 .

Let me know i f
you find these write -
ups of cancels of
interest. And send
in those questions .

Let's move on
to some answers from some of the questions whic h
were posed in my column of two issues ago . I receive d
answers to two of Rich Fath's questions about the
wording on two cancels on some Strubels he has . The
first answer comes from Erich Meier who suggest s
that the " . . .DINGEN" cancel may come from Düdinge n
in Canton Freibourg. The other answer comes from
Henry Hofheimer who reminds us that the French
name for the Valaisian town of Visp is Viege .

When this is published I hope I will have ha d
the opportunity to have met and visited with many of
you at MILCOPEX which will be history . That's all
my in box has in it . Send me your questions and
answers to previous questions . We all have
something to offer or ask . There are no "dumb "
questions .

MILCOPEX 98 (Continued from Page 3 )

AHPS members dominated the show, earning
four of the seven MILCOPEX gold medals and several
special prizes in addition to the Helvetia awards . The
full results :

Harlan Stone, Cross & Numeral (10 frames) :
MILCOPEX gold, Helvetia Grand Award ,
MILCOPEX Grand Award.

Ralph Soderberg, Cross & Numeral (10 frames) :
MILCOPEX gold, Helvetia gold, APS pre-1900 .

James Anderson, Swiss Soldier Stamps of World
War I (10 frames) : MILCOPEX gold, Helvetia
Silver, APS 1900-1940 .

Ernest Bergman, Switzerland and World War I I
(8 frames) : MILCOPEX gold, Helvetia bronze,
APS 1940-1980.

Richard Barton, William Tell 1914-194 2
(6 frames) : MILCOPEX vermeil .

Donn Lueck, Switzerland Cantonal Revenue Issues
(10 frames): MILCOPEX vermeil .

John Steinberg, Civilian Internment Camp Mail i n
Switzerland 1940-46 (6 frames) : MILCOPEX
vermeil .

Bruce Marsden, Swiss Fondue (5 frames) :
MILCOPEX silver, AAPE Creativity Award .

George Struble, Beginnings of Swiss Military
Aviation 1913-1918 (3 frames): MILCOPEX
silver .

Ed Walton, Swiss Postal Stationery 1867-1905 ( 8
frames): MILCOPEX silver, Marcus White Red
Certificate .

John Barrett, Strubeli Overview 1854-186 2
(1 frame) : MILCOPEX silver .

John Barrett, Pro Juventute Issues (3 frames) :
MILCOPEX bronze.

My thanks to Harlan Stone for compiling this awar d
list for us .

Sunday morning some of us gathered in Emil
Tobler's room for a "stamp swap ". All expressed joy
in the success of this event, and we look forward now .
See you at Orlando, Florida in November of `99! !

Figure 3 .

Figure 4 .

Figure 5 .

Figure 6 .
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"The Geneva Branch Post Offices -- Two Great Finds"
by Charles J. LaBlonde, CPhH

During the first half of the 19th century Geneva, like most big cities, had a single post office . As the
population grew and the city expanded one post office was no longer enough . Branch post offices quickly becam e
a necessity .

In Geneva this process took place in the 1860s . Much has already been written about the branch post
offices of Geneva . To put the new finds in context we briefly review some of that information here .

Figure 1 . The main post office, letter A

Figure 2 . The first branch post office, letter B

Figure 3 . Branch office, Genève Rive, letter C

Around 1862 we start to see Geneva
postmarks containing letters of the alphabet .
These letters are simply the designations for
the Geneva post offices . The letter A was fo r
the main post office, Place Bel-Air (Figure 1) .
For the first branch post office located at the
train station, Gare Cornavin, we see the letter
B (Figure 2) . The next branch office wa s
Genève Rive, designated by the letter C (Figure
3). It was located in the Rive district of the city .
(To complete the story, Geneva A later becam e
Geneva 11 Rue du Stand, Geneva B became
Geneva 2 Gare Cornavin, now the main post
office in the city, and Geneva C became Genev a
3 Rive . )

Being the main post office, markings from
Geneva A are quite common and exist in many
varieties. Geneva B at the train station was
smaller and the markings are correspondingl y
scarcer . Only one variety is known from Geneva
B on letters (there were other markings for
money orders and such) . The Geneva C post
office was very small and its postmarks are no t
easy to find. Again, one variety seems to be all
there is .

Reports existed for many years that there
were two other Geneva branch post offices wit h
letter designations, as follows :

Geneva D - Plainpalais Distric t
Geneva E - Hotel de Ville (in the old city) .

To the knowledge of this writer, postal
markings from these two offices had never been
found, until now .

Figures 4a & 4b show a postal card wit h
the postmark on the reverse GENEVE D . This
exceptional piece is dated 1 February 188 2
and bears the postmark of the Genev a
Plainpalais post office . It appears to have bee n
used as some form of internal post office
correspondence . That this would show up so
late, after the post offices had already been
named instead of lettered is remarkable . (Thi s
amazing piece is owned by Stuart MacKenzi e
and shown here by permission) .
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Figure 4a. Postal card from Geneva Plainpalai s
post office .

Figure 4b. Reverse side of card with postmar k
GENÈVE D .

Figure 5 shows a letter that recently appeared in the bulletin of the Club Philatelique et Aeropostal d e
Genève, described by noted Geneva philatelist Andre Fawer . He begins by observing that nothing is impossible !

The registered letter to Lausanne is dated 1 9
January 1881 . The postmark is the sack style
peculiar to Geneva at this time . But the postal
clerk who accepted and processed the letter did no t
work at the main post office, but rather at the
Hotel de Ville branch office . He noted this with the
letter E in the sack of the postmark, just in case
the letter might be refused and returned. This is
the first and only known reference to the Hotel de
Ville post office by its letter designation .

As Fawer notes, "The impossible has now

arrived!"

Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collector - Ken Barlo w
by Rudy Schaelchli

Today it 's my privilege to tell you about one of my first foreign contributors : Ken resides in Canada. He
apologized for not writing sooner as it was then summer in west Vancouver and they have to use every

opportunity to do some garden work and outside home maintenance .
Ken wonders how his name was selected for this column, having never contributed to TELL. That is no

big secret: after having run out of names from page 2 in TELL, I started going over the membership list i n

alphabetical order, starting with the lowest membership number . This way, I think I get the old timers first ,
hoping to learn and profit from their experience .

Ken has been a member of AHPS since its inception, in fact he also was a short-time member of it s
predecessor society . By his own words, he is not a philatelic writer but has corresponded with the best in th e

hobby - Felix Ganz and Michael Rutherfoord .
Our Canadian member is not a Swiss specialist, just an average general collector with the main interes t

of Canada and Great Britain . He said he has amassed a lot of material from Switzerland with the primar y

focus on postal history and postmarks, related to the places he has visited . He is, however, successful in
exhibiting his Bundesfeier cards in regional shows . He calls it "semi-successful", but I doubt that . As a

member of four local clubs he has shown this material several times and is often invited to others . The one

thing that disturbs me is that as a member for so many years, Ken thinks he is about to terminate his
membership with the AHPS . The reasons are that he has no feel for the detailed technical data that is printed

in TELL and that the auctions contain too much specialized material for his taste .
I hope Ken will reconsider his move to resign from AHPS . The Society has a lot to offer all of us .

Switzerland has such a broad field of collecting interests with some of us interested in one aspect and not in
others .

[Ed. note : this write-up is from 2 years ago and Ken is still a member! ]

Figure 5 . Hotel de Ville post office, Letter E
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"The Long Way Around - Part 2"

by Charles J. LaBlonde, CPhH

In a recent
Tell I showed you
the cover from Bern
to Colorado Spring s
that traveled via
Honolulu. Now I
have another
example, going i n
the other direction .

The letter
shown was posted
from California to
Zürich on 16 March
1998. As you can
see it was sorted
and received a
transit mark in
Taipei on 21 Marc h
1998, before finall y
arriving in Zürich on
26 March 1998.

Wrong bag? Or
is there some very
logical reason (More
flights? Excess
capacity?) for routing
mail to and from
Europe over th e
Pacific? Has anyone
else experienced thi s
type of routing?

The First South America Flight (Continued from Page 1)

On April 7, 1935 at Larache the mail was off loaded from the Lufthansa plane and placed on the airshi p

for its final destination of Brazil . Bears arrival postmark on reverse for Recife on April 9, 1935 . 45 kg. of mail

was picked up at Larache on April 7 at 5 :42 PM. Most of this mail was German franked cards and letters .
The cover also bears the Zeppelin circular cachet with the star and "d" meaning it was applied "O n

Board " the airship . The letter was correctly franked with 2 .30 Swiss francs . (1 .70 swf. Airmail to Brazil, .30

swf. Registered letter rate and .30 swf. International letter rate . )
Swiss Treaty items destined for Brazil with the connecting flight from Stuttgart are very rare and are les s

common than the hard to get Berlin connecting flight items from earlier South American flights of the Gra f

Zeppelin .

Front of Letter

Back of Letter
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The Post Office Put to the Test
by Peter Meier

(Translated by Richard Powers, from the Baslerstab, January 1997 )

Collectors are constantly using all sorts of tricks to produce unusual philatelic items. That is not new .
This has been going on for some time. Occasionally the ploy works . But often the miscreant is unlucky and th e
post office sends the item back. I would like to present a small example of this type of collecting .

In 1862 the first perforated stamps i n
Switzerland were issued . During more than twenty
years the Sitting Helvetia was valid for postage .
But on 30 September 1883 came the end . The
tired lady was put out to pasture and only stamp s
from the series Cross & Numeral and Standing
Helvetia were allowed to be used on letters an d
cards. The old stamps were no longer tolerated
and were considered no longer valid for postage .
Letters bearing such stamps were as a rule subjec t
to a penalty, which was levied on the addressee ,
who was certainly not overjoyed .

A very special attempt using two Sitting
Helvetias was instigated in 1924, over 40 years
after they ceased to be valid for postage, by Herr
Wettler of Zurich . He stamped a registered letter
(Figure 1) with 40 rappen postage : a valid 10 -
rappen Pro Juventute stamp and two "valueless"
perforated Sitting Helvetias totaling 30 rappen . In
the enclosed letter he wrote :

Dear Billy ,

The Seidengasse Post Office accepted yesterday without any complaint a registered letter that my
wife had mistakenly franked with 1862 Sitting Helvetia stamps. The clerk apparently thought that
these stamps were still valid . I am interested whether this letter will be delivered to you without
postage due . I will send you a couple more letters with the request that you return them back to me
as soon as possible. Thanks a lot and warm Christmas greetings .

He was lucky . The Seidengasse clerk accepted more of the "antiquities" . Perhaps not for the last time?

Profile of Swiss Stamp
Collector

by Rudy Schaelchli

Some letters I get back from
members are several pages long ,
others are made up of a few lines .
However, the important thing is- -
they are all stamp collectors .

Charles Hudelmaier tells us
that he started collecting at the age
of 12, but did not get to the Swiss
stamps until about ten years ago
when he became a part time
dealer . He still has that busines s
and he specializes in Swiss an d
Italian stamps .

Figure 1 . Although franked with stamps which had bee n
invalid for a long time, the post office accepted
this letter in 1924 without hesitation.
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Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collector
Donald McDaniel

by Rudy Schaelchl i

Donald starts his collector bio by saying that h e
does not consider himself a typical AHPS member . I
don't think there is such a collector . Some of us collect
only Switzerland or Liechtenstein and others also
have interests in other countries, but we belong to
AHPS because we want to learn more of what th e
Society has to offer in Swiss philateleia .

An Air Force veteran of over 20 years, Donald ' s
travels have taken him to many places around th e
globe, expanding his collecting interests . He started
his US collection as a child with the stamps from hi s
parents' love letters and from there he moved into hi s
international collection. After
some years he began the hobby
again when he was stationed in
Germany in 1957 and built up
a decent collection of that
country . After three years there
he returned to the US and agai n
there was a non-collecting
period due to time and financial
constraints . Uncle Sam jumped
in and sent him to Okinawa .
During his time there h e
completed a collection of
Ryukyus .

When the Air Force
reassigned him to Japan, like a
true collector he started
collecting Japan, a collection h e
still has. Again the Air Force
made him move and sent him
back to Germany where he
resumed work on that country's
stamps. However, he reached
his financial limit and started
looking around for other
possibilities. In German stamp
shops he saw the 1960 issues o f
Switzerland and Liechtenstein .
Since they were so attractive, he
became interested in both. His
Swiss holdings are fairly
complete through the 70's but
not specialized. He had more
luck with Liechtenstein because
that country has less stamps .
His collecting activities lapse d
as the US sent him to Iran for 3
years and of course he starte d
collecting that country that is, i n
his words, pretty good but not
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specialized . He is not actively collecting right now, but
enjoys reading articles about philatelic history and
current issues of the countries he collects . He is
interested in supporting the specialized organizations
of these areas .

Beside the AHPS, Donald is also a member o f
the Liechtensteiners, the Iran Study Circle (based in
the UK) and a life member of the APS. He feels that
as a general collector he does not know enough t o
write an article which could be of interest to others .
His future plans are to sell two businesses, amon g
them a motel on the Washington coast, find time t o
travel, read some books, become proficient on hi s
computer - and spend time with his stamp collections .
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Another "Remailing"
by Charles J. LaBlonde, CPhH

In this day and age everyone seems to be looking for a good deal when mailing junk mail . To paraphrase

an old saying, "the postal rate always seems greener on the other side of the border ." Bundles of mail are

shipped to a remailing center in bulk, then "stamped" and mailed .

From Lyon, France to Geneva, Switzerland by Priority Mail ?

The final joke is the "Priority" marking. If the letter was so urgent, why not just send it from Lyon t o

Geneva . It might even have been delivered the same day !

"A Special Cover -- Or Nothing is Impossible "
by Giovanni Balimann

Translated by Charles J . LaBlonde from the Bulletin of the Swiss Cancel Collectors Society (With Permission )

I recently found the cover shown here in the mail coming to my employer . Of course, two thing s

immediately looked strange to me . First, the very large distance of the PP flag from the top edge of the cover .

Then, the crown of the cancel, which looks very much like a normal circular date hand cancel . With my curiosity

very much aroused I contacted the post office of Raperswilen to find out more . Here is the extraordinary an d

probably unique story .
The company which is in Raperswile n

planned to send so many pieces of mail that th e
normal treatment with the regular hand P P
marking device was out of the question . All of
the covers to be mailed were to be addressed b y
computer and laser printer, using a corporat e
address database . This raised the interesting
possibility of printing the PP postmark on each
cover at the same time as the address . The
model for the PP flag was borrowed from th e
post office in Winterthur 1 while the crown wa s
the usual date cancel of Raperswilen, set to the
expected date of the mailing . Both parts, crown
and flag, were scanned by the company into
their computer, then positioned to look like a
normal postmark . Thus each cover addressed by
the computer also received a printed P P
marking !

According to the postmaster in
Raperswilen, the covers were actually put into the mail on 10 November, according to the date which had bee n

printed on each one .

The cover shown
here is a good example .
It is from an organization
in Lyon, France to a
doctor in Geneva, a tota l
distance of about 100
miles. Yet, as you can
see, it was posted from
Budapest . And to make
the journey even more
roundabout, the lette r
was received and coded i n
Zürich where the machine
could not read th e
address so it went to
Video Desk 5 for coding .
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Annual Membership Meeting
American Helvetia Philatelic Societ y

MILCOPEX `9 8
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

September 19, 1998

President Barton called the meeting of th e
American Helvetia Philatelic Society to order a t
1 :05pm on Saturday, September 19, 1998, in the
meeting room at MILCOPEX `98 . In attendance were
24 members and guests .

President Barton first thanked Ron Buege and
Chuck LaBlonde for arranging the excellent dinner th e
previous evening at Mader's and the excellent Swiss
showing in the exhibits . President Barton then
introduced the officers of the Society .

President Barton first named a nominating
committee for the upcoming Society elections i n
December. Named were Ernest Bergman, Chuck
LaBlonde, and Dick Barton. They will present a slate
of candidates to the Board to be included on th e
ballots which will be enclosed with the dues renewal
notices .

President Barton then brought up the question
of the $1000 bequest left to the Society by one of our
founding members, Sophie Buser . The use of thes e
funds was thrown open to the floor for comment Item s
which were discussed included a Novice Award to b e
given to first time exhibitors of Swiss material, a
Society web site, and a subsidy to the publishing of
Herb Brach's book. Harlan Stone suggested tha t
something to encourage junior collectors might be mor e
in line with Sophie's interests . After an extensive
discussion, the matter was referred back to the Board
for their action.

Next to be discussed was upcoming sites for th e
Society's annual meetings . The 1999 meeting will b e
held at FLOREX in Orlando, Florida, in November . A
local chairman is needed . The 2001 meeting will b e
held at SESCAL in Los Angeles, California, in
October . Dick Hall will be the local chairman for the
SESCAL meeting. This location was officially voted
upon (Lucas motioned, Zeigler seconded) by the
members and passed unanimously. Discussion was
held on where to hold the 2000 meeting, with
INDYPEX and CHICAGOPEX being suggested .
Anderson moved, and Franson seconded to hold the
2000 meeting at INDYPEX . The motion passed
unanimously. Bob Zeigler volunteered to be the local
chairman of that meeting . There will a Society ge t
together at St . Gallen at the Swiss National Stamp
Show in June of 2000 . Erny Bergman will coordinate .

The meetings in 2002 and 2003 were the n
discussed with BALPEX in Baltimore, Maryland
suggested for the former and the Spring Megashow in

New York City for the latter year . Don Lueck will
investigate the two shows and report at the Florid a
meeting .

Finally, discussion was held on a new logo and
stationery for the Society . Dick Hall had modified the
William Tell issue from the 1941 Historic Figures
issue for his Society stationery . Discussion centered
around removing the words from the logo and adding a
Swiss cross on a shield. The membership approved ,
in principle, the adoption of this new logo (Anderson
moved, Stone seconded) .

President Barton adjourned the meeting a t
2:15pm . Following adjournment there was a n
extended discussion of expertising and forgeries .

Respectfully submitted,
Richard T. Hall, Secretary

Elections are Coming!! !

Not only are the US national elections coming ,
but the AHPS international elections! Your officers fo r
the coming two years will be decided by you . Secretary
Dick Hall will be sending out dues notices which will
contain the page of offices and nominees . Please be
sure to return promptly both your dues payment and .
your vote .

Most people on the ballot will be familiar
names. A new name is that of Helen Galatan-Stone .
To acquaint you with her, here is a biographical
sketch :

Helen M. Galatan-Stone has been active
in philatelic organizations, primarily in the
New York area, for nearly 20 years . She
became a stamp collector at age 7 and
today collects US and pre-1900
Philadelphia advertising covers featuring
downtown buildings .

She has been a governor of the Collectors
Club in NY since 1980 and is a pas t
Secretary and past Trustee of the Board o f
Governors. She has been Treasurer of the
NY Chapter of the U.S. Classics Society
since its organization in 1982. She has
served as a Director of the Carriers an d
Locals Society since formation of this
national group in 1991 .

Helen has attended seven of the last nine
AHPS National Conventions and ha s
manned the Society booth at many of them
to assist members and visitors .
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Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collector
Richard L. Fath

My interest in Swiss stamps started to generat e
when I was stationed in Germany in the mid-1970's .
I had dabbled in stamps for a brief period as a child ,
but that was prior
to high school . A
friend at the air
base in southwest
Germ any ,
Ramstein near
Kaiserslautern ,
was a collector and
he introduced me to
a stamp club on
base. I attended
club meetings as a
novice worldwide
collector

	

and

	

I
made some minor
purchases

	

there
and

	

through
advertisements in Linn's, which was subscribed to b y
the base library .

One of my purchases from a Linn's advertiser
was a small group of Swiss Standing Helvetia, which I
found fascinating but was having a deuce of a tim e
cataloging . As AHPS members know, Scott lists the
perf. alternatives as 11 1/2, 11 1/2 x 11, and 11 1/2 x
12, and that is not quite accurate . Eventually I copied
pages from someone's Michel catalog and determine d
that the first perf. was 11 3/4 rather than 11 1/2, an d
voila that initial cataloging problem was solved .

In 1976 I came back to the U .S. to an
assignment as Base Comptroller at Columbus AFB ,
Mississippi . This was not a philatelic hotbed and my
activity with Swiss stamps and stamp collecting in
general went dormant . When I retired from the Ai r
Force as a lieutenant colonel in 1980 and moved to
Memphis to take a job as budget manager with
Hunter Fan Company, I was much too busy t o
resurrect my stamp collecting hobby .

Finally, in 1992 at age 55 after serving mor e
than three years as CFO of Hunter, I became
liberated to enjoy my hobbies of golf, reading and
stamp collecting, the latter having remained in
hibernation for about seventeen years . I joined the
Memphis Stamp Collectors Society, which I have
served the past five years as Treasurer . At first my
philatelic interests remained worldwide, with
somewhat of a preference for the U.S ., Britain (Europe,
America and Oceania), Japan, Scandinavia an d
Switzerland .

It was probably in 1993 that I was introduced
to Strubels, although at the time I did not know that
was what they were called, and my interest in Swiss

philately became predominant . In a trip to the Wes t
Coast in 1994 I called on Mr . Ed Chalfant and h e
piqued my interests further by letting me copy th e
paper on Strubels that Mr . Herb Brach had presented
at the AHPS convention in Denver in 1993 . I had the
privilege of meeting Mr . Brach in San Antonio at their
June 1996 stamp show and receiving about an hour of
instruction from him on Strubels . There is hardly a
time now when I take out my Strubels that I am not
reminded of Mr . Brach and wish I could again consult
with him .

In 1995 I had purchased a bulk lot of Swiss
covers . It contained several airmail items and in no
time I was enamored with that area . Big factors i n
maintaining that interest in Swiss airmail were th e
1992 Schweizerisches Luftpost-Handbuch and Mr.
Ralph Kohl's recent Die Schweizerischen Flugpost -

Zuschlagstaxen ab 1919, which fortunately are usabl e
even by a language deficient person like myself . So,

now the majority of my "stamping" time and resources
are devoted to Switzerland, and particularly t o

Strubels and to Swiss aerophilately .

Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collector
Paul Malina

by Rudy Schaelchl i

Paul lives in New Jersey with his family . He is
a member of our AHPS and a Life Member of the APS .

He started collecting US stamps before Worl d
War II and after the war his luck was to find a lady

of Swiss decent who
became his wife. She
and her family got hi m
interested in collecting
Swiss FDC 's and issues
in the early 50's. He
stopped the FDC's in
1975 but he still collect s
the country's stamps .
His other interests are
Germany (East and
West) .

He enjoys collecting the
Swiss stamps partly

because they don't issue too many. The reason he
discontinued collecting US was that they were comin g
out with just too many issues .

Paul hopes that more young people will become
interested in collecting stamps because the hobby i s
both enjoyable and educational . The picture show s
that Paul also enjoys a good meal when he take s
time-out from collecting stamps.
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Swiss Postal Activity in Italy - Part 3
by Charles J. LaBlonde, CPhH

Research by Ann F. O'Donnell & Michael Rutherfoord

As we left the story (TELL, March 1998) there still seemed a bit of clandestine nature to the operations o f

the Swiss Post Office in Italy, but that is certainly no longer true . The enterprise is operating from offices in th e
Zürich World Trade Center under the name SP Swiss Post International Services SA . As with any internationa l
business today SPI advertises a web site: http://swisspost .com. Upon visiting this site one gets a full taste o f
the Swiss Post goods and services, including philatelic products and information. Specific information on the
activities of SPI is very scarce at this site! A list of Swiss postal codes is available, also information on the
latest stamp issues .

It seems that the post card busines s
from selected hotels in Italy is really a sidelin e
for SPI . They are much more active in bulk
mailings (junk mail) and general busines s
activities . For example, Figures la and l b
show two different (very colorful) bulk mailings
done by SPI . . .note PP franking from Chiasso
and Locarno . As seen from the code, both
covers were sorted (processed) in Bellinzona
for delivery to postal code 8049 (Zürich
Höngg).

Back to the letters and postal cards
from the Italian hotels, there seemed to b e
some confusion as to exactly how they shoul d
be processed. For example, is it legal to apply
an official Swiss postmark to the SPI "labels?"
But this is exactly what was still being done
as late as May (Figure 2) . And the labels
were also being "postmarked" by SPI with the
priority rubber stamp . Transit time from the
Hotel Dino to Colorado Springs was still 7
days which is not at all bad .

On the other hand the letter
posted at the same time (Figure 3 )
simply received a Locarno PP
postmark, no priority marking and
took forever to arrive here .
Strange, since the cost was the
same for the card and the letter !

Use of the Locarno machine
cancel has been sporadic
throughout the past 6 months. To

investigate processing of the cards the Swiss Cancel Collectors Society prepare d
and mailed a number of cards on their own. They bought the SPI labels, prepared the postcards, applied the

priority marking and handed in the cards at the post office . Figures 4a and 4b show the results . . .no machine

postmark, coding for Swiss delivery but not for international delivery .

There was a rumor that SPI would have its own "cancel" and cancel machine to process postcards an d
letters in Milan. Figure 5 shows the private SPI postmark with Chiasso in the crown, even though the machine
would run in Milan. Again Bellinzona coded the card .

Figure 2 . SPI label with official Swis s
Postmark .

Figure la. Bulk mailing, PP franking from Chiasso

Figure lb. Bulk mailing, PP franking from Locarno

Figure 3 . Locarno
PP postmark .
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As an aside, as a
true philatelist trying to
learn how the system
works, Michael posted
several postcards in a
regular mail box in
Venice "franked" with
SPI labels (Figure 6) .
The Italian post offic e
was probably a bit
bewildered by this, gave
the card a generic five
line marking and sent it
on its way, happy to b e
rid of it! Transit time
to Colorado only 8 days .

To keep things
interesting SPI issued in
July 1998 four new
booklets of labels fo r
postcards to replace the
previous generic palm tree
design.

	

The booklet s
contain 8 self-stick label s
with

	

different

	

Italian
themes: Venice, Milan ,
Naples, Rome. The color is
a very unattractive yellow -
brown with some blue on
the Naples label only . The

text reads "P.P. CH-Swiss Post" and each label has the priority marking built right in, on the right hand side .
On the back of the booklet one finds instructions in 4 languages, English, French, German and Japanese (n o
Italian, even though the labels are intended for use in Italy) . Figure 7 shows a booklet .

Figure 7 . Booklet of labels for postcards issued in July 199 8

The SPI labels are now listed in the 1999 Zumstein catalog in the category TM (Labels for Tourists) .
Also, you may purchase the labels, in complete booklets, singles or used on postal cards from Karl Gebert ,
Kapplerstrasse 27, CH - 9642 Ebnat-Kappel, Switzerland . Price list available on request from the author .

A number of articles have now appeared on the activities of SPI . An incomplete bibliography follows :

BBZ 5/6 98
Helvetia Newsletter Oct . 97, Nov. 97, Dec . 97
SVP Bulletin 3/98
TELL Nov . 97, Mar. 98

5 . Private SPIFigure postmark

Figure 4a . No machine cancel, coding for
Swiss delivery

Figure 4b. No machine cancel, no coding
for international delivery .

Figure 6 . Postcard from Venice "franked"
with SPI labels
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"Who's Who, What's What?"
by Charles J. LaBlonde, CPhH

(With thanks to Gerard Zschokke of Geneva and Michael Rutherfoord of Zürich for the covers and information . )

The Swiss PTT (Post, Telephone and Telegraph) as we knew it died on 1 January 1998 . In its place w e
now have Swiss Post for mail and Swisscom for telecommunications . This change, parts of which were already
in place well before 1 January, has turned out to be a fine opportunity to observe and collect modern postal

history .

For example your telephone bill now comes in a colorful Swisscom cover (Figure 1), postpaid in Bern an d
coded for B-Post (the eight
vertical lines) . Note the
Bern coding .

And the statement
for your Postal Checking
Account comes in a gray
cover, postmarked by a
very special machine in
black with just a circular
"POSTFINANCE "
marking (Figures 2 and
3). The covers are code d
for A-Post, since everyone
is in a hurry to get their
statements and count al l
their money .

When one gets
totally crazy with the
postal history bug, one
notes that in 1997 the
logo had German on top
and in 1998 French on
top. The poor Italians
remain third. But alas ,
one can go even deeper
and note that there have
been many different
printings of these
standard covers as shown
on the reverse. For
example, the 1997 cove r
shown is printing 97.1 1
and the 1998 cover i s
printing 2.98. And so the
insanity goes . . .it ' s really a
disease .

For your Swiss ne w
issue stamps you now
write to The Swiss Post ,
Postage Stamps and Philately, Ostermundigenstrasse 91, CH-3030 Bern . If you wish to complain about the

new 90 centime stamp showing the road mileage marker, you would write to Mr . J.M. Gassman at the same

address . (Many in Switzerland have noted this stamp belongs in a thematic collection on dogs . )

The covers in which you receive your new issues have also changed. Now they are sealed with a brigh t

yellow tape instead of that old familiar red tape . Does anyone out there collect these covers? Why not, they ar e

official Swiss mail and will obviously be worth millions someday?! ?

The new Swiss Post brings other changes, many unfavorable to the collecting public . Swiss Post is a

business, no longer a service .

Figure 1 . Swisscom cover, postpaid in Bern

Figure 2 . `97 Checking Account cover by PT T

Figure 3 . `98 Checking Account cover by Swiss Pos t
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